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The Internet A Historical Encyclopedia ABC-CLIO Two hundred entries oﬀer
proﬁles of key ﬁgures; essays on such topics as cookies, content ﬁltering, and digital
libraries; and a chronology beginning with the prehistory of the Internet from
1843-1956 and concluding with the 2004 presidential campaign. Third Generation
Distributed Computing Environments nge solutions, inc Umar provides a
collection of powerful services to support the e-business andm-business initiatives of
today and tomorrow. (Computer Books) E-Business and Distributed Systems
Handbook Overview Module nge solutions, inc This module of the handbook
explains the mobile computing and EC/EB platforms, and application servers. Topics
include M-commerce, middleware platforms for mobility (WAP, I-Mode, Wireless Java,
BREW), C2B Ecommerce Platforms, B2B Platforms, Rosettanet, ebXML, multimedia
servers, and Application Servers. The Charles F. Goldfarb Series on Open
Information Management Dictionary of XML Technologies and the Semantic
Web Springer Science & Business Media The emerging Second-Generation Web
is based entirely on XML and related technologies. It is intended to result in the
creation of the Semantic Web, on which computers will be able to deal with the
meaning ("semantics") of Web data and hence to process them in a more eﬀective
and autono mous way. This new version of the Web introduces a multitude of novel
concepts, terms, and acronyms. Purpose, Scope and Methods This dictionary is an
eﬀort to specify the terminological basis of emerging XML and Semantic Web
technologies. The ultimate goal of this dictionary is even broader than just to deﬁne
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the meaning of newwords - itaims to develop aproper understandingofthese leadingedge technologies. To achieve this, comprehensible deﬁnitions of technical terms are
supported by numerous diagrams and code snippets, clearly annotated and
explained. The main areas covered in this dictionary are: (1) XML syntax and core
technologies, such as Namespaces, Infoset and XML Schema; (2) all the major
membersofthe XML family oftechnologies, such as XSLT, XPath and XLink; (3)
numerous XML-based domain-speciﬁc languages, such as NewsML (News Markup
Language); (4) the concept and architecture of the Semantic Web; (5) key Semantic
Web technologies,such as RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDF Schema and
OWL (Web Ontology Language); and (6) Web services, including WSDL (Web
Services Description Lan guage) and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol).
Australian Academic and Research Libraries Text Encoding Initiative
Background and Context Springer Science & Business Media Charles F.
Goldfarb Saratoga. California If asked for a sure recipe for chaos I would propose a I
am delighted that my invention, the Standard project in which several thousand
impassioned special Generalized Markup Language, was able to play a ists in scores
of disciplines from a dozen or more role in the TEl's magniﬁcent accomplishment,
particu countries would be given ﬁve years to produce some larly because almost all
of the original applications 1300 pages of guidelines for representing the informa of
SGML were in the commercial and technological tion models of their specialties in a
rigorous, machine realms. It is reasonable, of course, that organiza veriﬁable
notation. Clearly, it would be sociologically tions with massive economic investments
in new and and technologically impossible for such a group even changing
information should want the beneﬁts of infor to agree on the subject matter of such
guidelines, let mation asset preservation and reuse that SGML oﬀers. alone the
coding details. But just as clearly as the It is gratifying that the TEl, representing the
guardians bumblebee ﬂies despite the laws of aerodynamics, the of humanity's
oldest and most truly valuable informa Text Encoding Initiative has actually
succeeded in such tion, chose SGML for those same beneﬁts. an eﬀort. The vaunted
"information superhighway" would The TEl Guidelines are extraordinary. Mobile
Computing and Wireless Communications Applications, Networks,
Platforms, Architectures, and Security nge solutions, inc This book, suitable
for IS/IT courses and self study, presents a comprehensive coverage of the technical
as well as business/management aspects of mobile computing and wireless
communications. Instead of one narrow topic, this classroom tested book covers the
major building blocks (mobile applications, mobile computing platforms, wireless
networks, architectures, security, and management) of mobile computing and
wireless communications. Numerous real-life case studies and examples highlight
the key points. The book starts with a discussion of m-business and m-government
initiatives and examines mobile computing applications such as mobile messaging,
m-commerce, M-CRM, M-portals, M-SCM, mobile agents, and sensor applications. The
role of wireless Internet and Mobile IP is explained and the mobile computing
platforms are analyzed with a discussion of wireless middleware, wireless gateways,
mobile application servers, WAP, i-mode, J2ME, BREW, Mobile Internet Toolkit, and
Mobile Web Services. The wireless networks are discussed at length with a review of
wireless communication principles, wireless LANs with emphasis on 802.11 LANs,
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Bluetooth, wireless sensor networks, UWB (Ultra Wideband), cellular networks
ranging from 1G to 5G, wireless local loops, FSO (Free Space Optics), satellites
communications, and deep space networks. The book concludes with a review of the
architectural, security, and management/support issues and their role in building,
deploying and managing wireless systems in modern settings. The Internet A
Historical Encyclopedia. Biographies SGML Buyer's Guide A Unique Guide to
Determining Your Requirements and Choosing the Right SGML and XML
Products and Services The "SGML Buyer's Guide" helps experts and beginners to
analyze the publishing process and to evaluate and choose the best tools and
services for their needs. It also presents a new methodology, developed by the
authors, that simpliﬁes and optimizes publishing systems. The CD-ROM contains a
professionally chosen selection of SGML and XML freeware, a graphics package, and
demos of many commercial SGML software packages. American Book Publishing
Record Cumulative 2000 R. R. Bowker The British National Bibliography The
XML Handbook Prentice Hall Ptr Introduces XML fundamentals and examines the
XML strategies of over two dozen companies, documenting real-world application
designs with diagrams and sample code. The Software Encyclopedia Industrialstrength SGML An Introduction to Enterprise Publishing Prentice Hall This
book describes how to use SGML to achieve enterprise publishing goals, such as
reusability, customizability, alternative distribution, and presentation media. The text
also provides a basis for determining whether or not SGML is an appropriate solution.
Readme.1st SGML for Writers and Editors Prentice Hall With this book, users
can learn what they need to know to prepare and structure documents using the
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). It explains why SGML focuses on
structure, shows how to deﬁne a document's structure, and then focuses on dialects
of SGML, such as HTML and HyTime. The diskette contains SGMLAB, a full-featured
SGML application. Charles F. Goldfarb's XML Handbook Prentice Hall Ptr bull;
Written by Goldfarb, the creator of markup language technology. bull; New coverage
includes Microsoft's Desktop XML initiative, server-based publishing, Topic Maps,
'rich-client' Web services, SOAP 1.2, XPath 2.0 and more. bull; Includes two CD-ROMs
with a remarkable library of no-time-limit XML freeware programs & -- over 200 of
them, indexed and linked by Topic Maps! PARSEME.1st SGML for Software
Developers Allyn & Bacon PARSEME.1ST is the ﬁrst developer's guide to both
SGML's practicalities and its worldview. It will tell you everything you need to build
world-class SGML systems and products. Start by walking through all the basics of
SGML - from the perspective of an experienced developer. Understand the structure
of SGML documents and systems - and how SGML can solve a remarkable number of
real-world problems. Then, get the detailed information and worked examples you
need to implement practical solutions. Adding Sense Context and Interest in a
Grammar of Multimodal Meaning Cambridge University Press Through a wide
range of examples, from literature to social media, the book explores how meaning
and communication interact. Structuring XML Documents Prentice Hall The
promise and the power of XML is its ability to structure information on a web site. To
do this, web developers needs to create DTDs (document type deﬁnitions), and this
book oﬀers a guide to designing DTDs. It illustrates general issues and principles of
DTD design, drawing examples from detailed coverage of ﬁve emerging XML DTDs.
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Megginson covers both a methodology for the analysis phase of document structure
and the DTD syntax for the implementation phase. XML The Annotated
Speciﬁcation Prentice Hall Exploring XML, XLL, and XSL, this title contains the
complete ﬁnal standards, annotated by one of the world's leading XML experts.
Extensive ﬁgures and diagrams help clarify complex relationships among XML data
structures. The book also includes a complete glossary of SML and SGML
terminology. Top Secret Intranet How U.S. Intelligence Built Intelink--the
World's Largest, Most Secure Network Prentice Hall Ptr TOP SECRET
INTRANET How U.S. Intelligence Built INTELINK - The World's Largest, Most Secure
Network The never-before-published story of Intelink An inside look at the U.S.
Intelligence Community's worldwide, super-secure intranet The U.S. Intelligence
Community has built one awesome intranet. "Intelink" integrates and disseminates
virtually every piece of information that goes into intelligence gathering, reporting,
and analysis at the CIA, NSA, Defense Intelligence Agency, National Reconnaissance
Oﬃce, FBI, and eight other top secret agencies to their "customers" - from the White
House to the Warﬁghter. It's just about as secure as intranets can be. Now, for the
ﬁrst time, here's the inside story of how they did all that. Sure, there are a few things
they can't tell you, but what they can tell you is utterly fascinating - especially if
you've got your own intranet to build or manage. Building a maximum-security
extranet to connect multiple independent organizations Implementation: what went
smoothly - and what didn't Case studies: extending Intelink to new intelligence
agencies and customers Security: encryption and access control issues U.S.
Government network security eﬀorts Cooperation with foreign governments
Relevance to business covered in every chapter Future intranet tools Someday your
intranet will handle terabytes of data; Intelink is doing it right now. Discover how
they've made their intranet secure, integrating HTML, SGML, XML, metadata, pull
and push technologies, and collaboration tools to get exactly the right data to the
right people at the right time. Then preview the U.S. Intelligence Community's
revolutionary strategic plans for managingthis information - and discover how you
can use the same ideas to achieve competitive advantage. There's even a CD-ROM
containing a demo of the actual Intelink interface, plus demo software, tools,
metadata standards, training, and other information straight from Intelink. So put on
your trenchcoat and dark glasses: you're going inside! XML Processing with
Python Prentice Hall Ptr PLEASE PROVIDE COURSE INFORMATION PLEASE
PROVIDE Enterprise Application Integration with XML and Java Prentice Hall
Ptr Three super-hot topics come together in this ﬁrst complete guide to Enterprise
Application Integration with XML and Java. The book teaches readers to identify data
exchange requirements and meet them with Java and XML. It contains easy-to-read,
well-documented code throughout. The CD-ROM contains extensive source code
from the book, plus a library of leading-edge software and trialware. $GML--the
Billion Dollar Secret Pearson P T R $GML: The Billion Dollar Secret shows you
exactly how SGML can help you take control over your documents - and more
importantly, take control of the information in those documents. Through case
studies, you'll learn how other world-class companies evaluated their existing
document production systems, identifying costs that SGML could eliminate - and
discovering business opportunities it could make possible. You will learn how those
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companies managed their migration to SGML - for example, how they incorporated
their existing word processing software into their SGML applications, or how they
chose the appropriate SGML systems. And you will ﬁnd guidelines on how you can do
the same at your company! University Program Management Information
System The Changing Frontier Rethinking Science and Innovation Policy
University of Chicago Press In 1945, Vannevar Bush, founder of Raytheon and
one-time engineering dean at MIT, delivered a report to the president of the United
States that argued for the importance of public support for science, and the
importance of science for the future of the nation. The report, Science: The Endless
Frontier, set America on a path toward strong and well-funded institutions of science,
creating an intellectual architecture that still deﬁnes scientiﬁc endeavor today. In
The Changing Frontier, Adam B. Jaﬀe and Benjamin Jones bring together a group of
prominent scholars to consider the changes in science and innovation in the ensuing
decades. The contributors take on such topics as changes in the organization of
scientiﬁc research, the geography of innovation, modes of entrepreneurship, and the
structure of research institutions and linkages between science and innovation. An
important analysis of where science stands today, The Changing Frontier will be
invaluable to practitioners and policy makers alike. Program Generators with
XML and Java Prentice Hall Ptr The step-by-step guide to creating program
generators with Java and XML. Breakthrough Java/XML techniques for creating
program generators, including detailed examples and real-world guidelines Domain
engineering techniques for improving software development productivity CD-ROM
with examples, working code, and relevant XML speciﬁcations "XML isn't just for data
any more. Now you can use XML to describe the programs you need, then write a
Java program template to generate them automatically. This book shows you how." -Charles F. Goldfarb Using Java and XML, you can now easily create "wizard-like"
program generators that automate much of the work of software development(and
deliver signiﬁcant productivity improvements. In this book, former Bell Laboratories
Distinguished Staﬀ Member J. Craig Cleaveland shows you how to do it. Using
extensive practical examples, "Program Generators with XML and Java" walks you
through every step: Identifying oﬀ-the-shelf tools for quickly building program
generators Domain Analysis: determining the terminology, boundaries,
commonalities, and variabilities of software families Domain Implementation:
processes and tools for eﬃciently generating customized software Accounting for
run-time and compile-time variabilities Using XML documents as program
speciﬁcations, and using the DOM and SAX APIs to read and analyze them Using
JavaServer Pages and XPath/XSLT to generate customized software The role of
reusable architectures and components, including JavaBeans Chances are, you're
already using automated GUI builders, database application generators, and other
code generation "wizards." Now, with "Program Generators with XML and Java," you
canextend the advantages of code generation throughout your own custom
applications and get to market faster, with greater reliability and lower costs.
Enterprise Security with EJB and CORBA John Wiley & Sons Building secure
applications using the most popular component technologies Did you know that most
corporate computer security breaches are inside jobs by trusted employees? This
book addresses the need in the era of multi-tier systems to implement security
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solutions across all enterprise applications, not just ﬁrewalls that target intrusion
from the outside. With nationally recognized CORBA security experts Bret Hartman,
Donald J. Flinn, and Konstantin Beznosov, this book shows application developers
how to build secure, real-world applications that deliver tightly integrated security at
all system levels using the latest component technologies and tools. Coverage also
includes a sample e-commerce system built using Java with EJB and CORBA as well
as case studies of implementations in ﬁnance, manufacturing, and telecom.
Designing XML Internet Applications Prentice Hall Ptr Once web sites have
been recoded in XML, web programmers need to create applications that take
advantage of the additional functionality that XML oﬀers. This book guides
programmers through how to build XML web applications that matter, teaching XMLbased Internet architectural principles, XML-based data and interface design, and
XML programming for web sites. Fully-functional Internet programs written in Java,
Perl, C and C++ are also explained. SGML CD Prentice Hall Ptr A complete library
of the world's best shareware and freeware SGML tools, this set contains all the
information one needs to make the most of them. Chapters serve as both user's
guides and tutorials for the software on the CD-ROM. The CD contains
comprehensive tools for viewing, searching, editing and parsing SGML documents,
and for developing SGML applications. Competitive problems in the drug
industry hearings before Subcommittee on Monopoly and Anticompetitive
Activities of the Select Committee on Small Business, United States
Senate, Ninety-ﬁrst Congress, ﬁrst session ... The XML & SGML Cookbook
Recipes for Structured Information Prentice Hall SGML experts are in short
supply and in high demand. This book will help jump start SGML users by providing
"cookbook recipes" for the most common SGML document type deﬁnitions (DTDs).
The CD-ROM contains hundreds of sample DTDs that users can cut and paste from to
create their own DTD. XML by Example Building E-commerce Applications
Practical Hypermedia An Introduction to HyTime Prentice Hall This beginnerlevel conceptual overview of HyTime explains how HyTime is used both in traditional
information processing applications and in multi-media/hypermedia applications. It
sorts out the basic concepts from the confusing details in the HyTime standard, and
shows readers how the standard can be applied relatively simply and easily to
existing SGML and hypermedia applications. Designing XML Internet
Applications CD-ROM XML: Designing XML internet applications
Computerworld For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading
source of technology news and information for IT inﬂuencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the
world's largest global IT media network. Enabling Technology for Simulation
Science Cumulated Index Medicus
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